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st th

the 1st th th of  May two more 

th

111

VOC

too late to the tastes of  the directors, as ships departing later than halfway into December might 

depart before the 15th of  December (allowing for a few late ships, naschepen

111 D.A.S.

 Maatsuiker, quite tactfully, in 1661: Generale Missiven
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VOC

would prompt the autumn meeting of  the directors, the main purpose of  which was organising the 

Eisen van Retouren, setting the amount 

tors also took care of  the Generale Eis Generale Eis was basically the 

VOC

Generale Eis, kept stockpiles of  

the goods usually requested, taking care of  the Generale Eis did not take too much time and could 

114

called into life in 1649, the purpose of  which was to examine the papers in detail: the Haags Besogne. 

this would read all the paperwork related to each of  the regions where the VOC

Haags Besogne 

ad hoc suggestions on the basis of  the information 

114 Bewind en beleid bij de VOC

Beschrijvinge, VOC
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115

Once the Haags Besogne 

Haags Besogne, and make decisions on the 

after resolution obliging the Chambers to account for the amount of  artillery they had in stock, 

the number of  people and material that had been sent off  in the past year, and more such things, 

the auction, decide upon the number of  ships, soldiers and armament to be sent off  in the next 

116

VOC

115

116
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117

Providing the supplies: soldiers, ships and armament

117 VOC

Illustration 2: VOC-soldiers embarking at the Montelbaanstoren in Amsterdam. On the left we see a company 
of  soldiers armed with muskets standing on the quay. From this quay on the Oudeschans, the soldiers would be 

Backhuysen, pen drawing, ca. 1685.
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Generale Eis

118

118 VOC towns from 

Het Oostindisch avontuur

D.A.S.

Year Resolved Departed Arrived
Sailors
Soldiers 1440 540 1168

Other 40 61

Sailors
Soldiers 118

Other 10

Sailors
Soldiers 1588
Other 60 50

Sailors 1814

Soldiers 916 1005

Other 175

Sailors
Soldiers 1604 1550
Other 94

4010 4674

Sailors
Soldiers 1067 1640
Other 94 91

Sailors 1954
Soldiers
Other

Table 1: Number of  personnel resolved upon by the meeting of  the directors, number actually sent, and number that 
actually arrived in Batavia(on the same ships, so not necessarily in the same year). Years run from August to and 
including July. Ships with other destinations (Ceylon, Coromandel or Pulicat) not included. For sources and way of  
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transportbrief

 119

under consideration, the VOC

th

tal number of  military personnel for this period, it seems clear nonetheless that the numbers of  

119 Op de schepen der oost-Indische Compagnie: vijf  artikelen van J. de Hullu 

VOC

D.A.S.
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VOC

cramped and unhygienic circumstances on board, as well as the lack of  fresh food, took their toll 

those disembarking were also deserters, and one gets the impression that all kinds of  ‘deliberate’ 

in places that were not VOC

VOC Overgekomen brieven en papieren

Op de schepen der Oost-Indische Compagnie Oost-Indisch Avontuur, 
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Product eenheid 1656 1657 1658 1659 1660 1661
Entire melee weapons

piece 1000 1000 1500 1100 1000 800
Sabres for the soldiers piece 500 1500

piece 1000 500
Half  pikes piece 1000
Half  ship pikes piece 500

piece 500
Halberds piece 40 10

piece 40
piece 100 100
piece

Pieces and accessories 
piece 850 600 65 100 750
piece 600 600

Common armature for the pikes, assorted piece 1000
bushel 60 60 100 40
piece 500 1000 1000 1000 1000

carrying belts for swords or sabres piece 800 1000

Armor
Morion helmets piece 100 100 50 800

Product unit 1656 1657 1658 1659 1660 1661

piece 50 50 100
Muskets piece 1800 400

piece 1000 1000
piece 400
piece 100 100 50 150
piece 70
piece 50 800 100
piece 100 50 150 50
piece 100 40 100 50

Parts and accessories
piece 10000 5000 5000 10000 10000
piece 500 1500 1000 5000 1000 4000
piece 1400 1000
piece 5000 6000 1000 10000

stampers tot muskets piece 500
Ramrods of  ashwood or walnut piece 1000 50

piece 500 500
Holsters for arqeubuses piece

piece 500 150 100
Carbine hooks piece 100
Walnut planks for making stocks piece 100 50

piece
piece 100
piece 40

(Production of) ammunition
piece 50 40 100
piece 100
piece 50 100

Round pincers piece 50
piece? 500

-
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VOC

in VOC

Generale Eis would therefore only 

were not meant for the actual defence of  the VOC’s possessions: their mentioning in the lists is 

tot schenkagie

Generale Eis 

to warfare, and categories shifted or changed names quite easily (among others “for the sword

chosen to rigidly limit my analysis to the two categories most directly connected with warfare: the 

Generale Eis does not consist of  actual weap

Generale Eis

sen to highlight here, obscure the fact that in the actual Eis

drums, so essential in modern 17th

Sloterdijk
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draaier, all 

a year there has neither been a gunfoundry, nor has any gun been made, this function now resorts 

the period here under study: in 1654 the gunfoundry, which had been in existence for quite some 

Generale Eis 

the Generale Eis 

Generale Eis, suggesting an 

the gunfounders’ and ‘for the powdermakers’ are structurally to be found in the lists, in which 

Architectura Martialis, published in 

L’architecture 

Beschryvinge

geschiedenis der artillerie, 

Generale Missiven, 
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Generale Eis was often problematic, as requested goods were not sent and 

Eis, irregularities kept on occurring and particu

Eis with the goods actually 

Product unit 1656 1657 1658 1659 1660 1661

Ammunition
piece 14000 48000 44000 16000 11000 10000

16000 88000 48800 4000
7000 11400

10500 450
Hand grenades 4500 4000 6000
Chain shot

Case 150
Scrap for the cannon 6

Accessories
10

Ramrods, assorted, all calibres
100

400
Wooden powder horns, all calibres 168

Tools for weapons and ammunition
Musket bullet molds 48

48

144
Wood graters

Table 4. Ammunition, accessories and tools for weapons in the Generale Eis, category for the constable-major/artillery.
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shortages, suggesting that when it came to armament, the Chambers rather rounded their numbers 

quality and uniformity of  the weapons, and in this matter the meeting of  the directors seems to 

tions from the Eis do occur, this doesn’t seem to be the result of  economy measures, but rather of  

deliberations concerning the Eis, would substract from the Eis all the goods that were presumably 

tried

the next year another large amount was requested, it was presumably decided that the amount still 

Eis in the period 

here under study.

through the Eis

VOC
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VOC had, 

signed to a Chamber, noted down when loaded, and accounted for in the general meeting, there 

on, each of  the Chambers should include the amount of  artillery they had in stock in their reports, 

but this accountability went no further than the Dutch warehouses: as soon as a VOC

to report on the number of  cannon it had taken from the ships or their current employment, and 

VOC

sessions grew, this system continued working in a satisfactory way, and turned from practice into 

 In fact, in 1655, the Eis duim

shells of  each calibre, as well as 50 light princestuckgens steen-

stukken

VOC

Metal Iron

91

Moluccas 80

14

4 117

Solor 6

107

Malacca 14

Coromandel 18

Colombo 95

Total 318 820
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th

cannon with which outbound ships were equipped to the political situation in both Europe and 

th century, the standard amount of  cannon 

VOC

which were probably not meant for defence purposes anyway (the list mentions some Cambodian 

VOC

the Generale Eis 

usually taken in the spring meeting, on the basis of  the report of  the Haags Besogne. We accordingly 

resolutions on this matter are to be found among the deliberations of  the report of  the Haags Be-

sogne ad hoc 

Geschiedenis der artillerie, 

VOC
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trade goods, requested in the Generale Eis. 

Decisions on the building of  ships meant planning ahead, as it took more than a year from the day 

roughly at that time, but were often late and in any case needed to be unloaded, repaired and loaded 

It was with good reason that this resolution was part of  the task of  the Haags Besogne, which in

D.A.S.
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equipage

equipage, this was usually done with the aside 

so as to be able to complete the equipage.

equipage, there was 

th

140

Communication, administration and secrecy

ticable to rule the VOC

141 It is easy 

140

Wassende Maan had 107 sailors 

141
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the VOC

coast, Haags Besogne 

on these kinds of  issues and formulated the answer in its draft general letter, which then only had to 

either the Haags Besogne or the directors actually appreciated this wealth of  information is unclear, as 

Generale Missiven

sa,

VOC sometimes sent off  letters with English ships that 

nd Spreeuw 
144

Generale Missiven

Generale Missiven

144 Generale Missiven
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point on the agenda of  the spring meeting of  1656 concerning the campaigns on Ceylon was a 

apparently some of  the Chambers were of  the opinion that for this reason the campaign should 

cons of  open trade on Ceylon and the South Indian Coast, completely disregarding the war going 

VOC

145

left on the 11th

Nieuwenhove

10th

146

th

147

th

145 Haags Besogne Haags Verbaal and con

. Whereas this commission had the explicit function of  examining the situation in 

VOC

146  Willem Martin Ottow, Rijckloff  Volkert van Goens: krijgsman, commissaris en regent in dienst der VOC

147 VOC
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nd 148

th st

Overgekomen brieven en 

papieren

149

the general letter and the Overgekomen Brieven en Papieren. Why this was done will not be found in the 

VOC

150

148

does

are of  course not elaborated anywhere in the letter book, and it stands to reason that these ‘other letters’ refer to the 

Nieuwenhove

VOC

149 VOC Overgekomen brieven en papieren

150 De diplomatieke betrekkingen tussen de Republiek en Portugal 
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plans that the VOC VOC

th

Calling the shots: political interaction

VOC was a Dutch 

VOC’s em

VOC in

VOC

151

151
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Dutch East India Company certainly probed into the grey area between commercial competition 

VOC blockade before 

taking measures which hardly seem consistent with a peaceful disposition towards the English, for 

th
VOC the right to keep the 

ing anyway, and Maatsuiker, somewhat disappointed, informed the directors that he was not going 

154

th of  December 1659, in: Generale Missiven, 
th of  December, in: Generale Missiven, 

154  Ottow, Van Goens 
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part of  the casus belli 

VOC did not need to show any restraint at 

th

atmosphere between the two nations, until negotiations between them collapsed in the course of  

th of  March 1651, 

aid of  the Dutch West India Company, and the VOC was allowed, indeed encouraged, to resume 

VOC undertook anything 

155

East Indies, where the VOC was far stronger than the Estado da India Oriental

VOC to undertake action 

156

VOC

155 Diplomatieke betrekkingen, 

De Geschiedenis van de WIC 

156 Diplomatieke betrekkingen, 
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157

Vertoog of  

nd Hoogmogende Heren with the 

VOC was 

Company should no longer allow the Moors in Coromandel to play around with them, and use 

force there in order to inspire some respect for the Company again:

“It is not unknown to me to what little degree the Company’s current state will allow war all 

157 Generale Missiven Koloniale geschiedenis
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158

ranking VOC

Interestingly enough, another agenda point brought in for that same meeting was whether the 

th

159

th

th

with four ships on the 10th

160

158 Vertoogh wegens den presenten staet van de Generale Nederlantse Geoctroijeerde Oost-Indi-

sche Comp. Bijdragen tot de Taal – Land en Volkenkunde 

159

160
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With the fall of  Colombo, the entire west coast of  the island had come into possession of  the 

rd

161 His spree of  conquests there would only 

a VOC

VOC

vis-à-vis

campaigns, and also suggested that his conquests on the north of  Ceylon would fall under the 

161 Rijckloff  Volkert van Goens: krijgsman, commissaris en regent in 

dienst der VOC

thus opening up an episode of  VOC

 Ottow, Van Goens Generale Missiven
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th

th

who was on Ceylon at the time, but had not been consulted on the matter, was outraged when he 

th

th Hooge Regeering 
th 164

Hooge Regeering 

 Ottow, Van Goens 

164  Ottow, Van Goens 
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th, 1659, an indignant Maatsuiker refused these nominations in phrasings that dangerously 

165

th

166

VOC Charter 

area it is not hard to see why: for most VOC

Eis van Retouren to the Western Quarters 

other VOC

the VOC

th

165

166 Generale Missiven
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ary 1660, he mainly directly updated patria on the situation and his accomplishments as a commis

He did add that as far as he was concerned, the settlers could be sent directly to Ceylon, without 

167

st

rd

168

Vertoog

169

167  Ottow, Van Goens

168 Van Goens 

169 th Generale Missiven
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170 On 

171

th th

his anger and disappointment with Coyet, who had once again been wrong about Coxinga and had 

170 th of  december 1659, in Generale Missiven

171 De VOC: tussen oorlog en diplomatie, 

Generale Missiven

 Herport, Reise Generale Missiven
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VOC’s plans to attack it, and 

 Shortly afterwards, 

had set sail on the 5th 174

175

raadspensionaris

th th of  October, the States of  

thusiastic about the prospect of  peace: the Dutch West India Company, and the VOC

the VOC

VOC

well, slightly economical with the truth, the remonstrance stated that the VOC had only started the 

th Generale Missiven

174 th Generale Missiven

175

Betrekkingen,
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not fall 

176

177

VOC

only thing Maatsuiker could do was hope with all his heart that peace would not come for another 

178

In their letter of  the 7th

1660, Charles II of  England had been restored to power, and was now conducting negotiations 

were thus reinforced, and the English offered their aid in establishing peace between the Republic 

VOC was now trying to conquer, was not an 

179

176 Betrekkingen

177 Betrekkingen, 168pp

178

179
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Nieuwenhove, which set 

th

Wielingen within a few days, and only set sail again on the 7th

th

Zeepaard, which left for Ceylon on the 1st

th 180

Sluis and Rode Leeuw to Ceylon with 150 soldiers 

del Coast, for an inspection round of  the Dutch factories there, as well as an attempt to conquer 

181

rd of  October, bringing a large army of  his 

VOC

Parkiet 

180 D.A.S. II.

181
th

with the Sluis and the Roode Leeuw 
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Nieuwenhove 

Hilversum

Beurs van 

Amsterdam and the Raadhuis .

th

Quilon, which was quick to surrender on the 7th

Rijzende Zon and the Huis te Swieten, of  which 

besieged by the VOC

proaching, it became clear that the fortress would not fall before the start of  the rain season, and 

cao had not been conquered, and now, the other route into the Chinese trade had also been lost 

6th

Vestiging Malabar, Van Goens 

Vestiging Malabar, Wassende Maan, had 

meantime is not documented, but as it only left from the Cape in late September, more than a month later than the 

other ships, it is likely that is was caught up in the Southern Monsoon, could no longer reach India, and had to ‘winter’ 

D.A.S.
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remonstrance by the Company two months earlier, attempting to postpone the date at which this 

mandel Coast, we might imagine that many people in the Company ranks would be disappointed: 

184

the 6th

VOC
185

case, the VOC

186

Cape was to the VOC

VOC,

184 Betrekkingen

185 The diplomatic relations of  Portugal with France, England and Holland, 

186
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carreira da India

be described in the next chapter, the only enemy it had a serious struggle with was the monsoon, 

187

patria in the last year and the soldiers of  last year’s campaign, the Company was able to once again 

Hoge Regering 

Hoge 

Regering 

188

th th

of  September, he set sail with two ships and orders to lift as many soldiers as possible from the 

th

187 VOC

188 Vestiging malabar
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that fear of  a VOC

189

ing the situation, he immediately abandoned his plan of  sending off  part of  the army to conquer 

surrounding area, the Company forces stormed the Cochin fort on the 6th

th

190

the 4th

VOC

191

Conclusion

189

190

191 Diplomatic Relations, 
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the one hand, the possessions in the East were dependent on a steady stream of  reinforcements, 

Generale Eis are ridiculously small when looked upon 

VOC’s warfare was, in that respect, of  an entirely differ

show that the policy of  the VOC cannot be interpreted as a simple continuation of  what the Re

VOC

it remains clear that the VOC

VOC

guese colonies being transferred to the English, were mostly considered a nuisance, and were in a 

VOC’s information network and 

VOC

VOC’s 


